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Despite the fact that intolerance or reactions to
external stimuli are a purely subjective matter as the
individual evaluates the so-called external stimuli, we
committed ourselves in 2019 to extract and replace
all possible allergens (listed in the list of allergens).
At present, we can proudly say that we have
succeeded and we can name our fragrant
compositions as ANTI-ALLERGIC.
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In our warm friendly manufactory in a small village near Trnava
in Slovakia it all happens. 

EU manufacturer

NO allergens
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We considered the extent to which we communicate
handmade production in our modest but colorful
company. Of course, we operate machines for
chopping fabrics, or packaging, cards, etc. , also
blowing equipment, sewing manual machines,
melting equipment, etc. But machines without our
operation, sewing, production of fragrance mixture,
filling, assembly are just a homeless scenery. So the
fact that we write by using customized tools in our
handmade production is absolutely apt. 😉
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Due to the fact that we are currently able to provide approximately
1,500 fragrant compositions, our motto is to use the terms ORGANIC
/ NATURAL.
100% natural for our selected fragrances means that they are
natural but not modified for certification. This means that they are
produced in the same way as Bio and ECO products, but are not
further processed for certification and may (but may not) contain
natural ingredients.

Organic / natural

HAND MADE



We choose each substance ourselves.
Either we use the creative art of our
suppliers and buy an already patterned
fabric or we have our own ideas / themes
printed on a fabric, made of traditional
100% Indian cotton. That is why the theme
of each fabric is our unique and
imaginative manuscript.
I don't think it's necessary to highlight the
fun, nice, really unique, etc, etc ... 🙂 the
visual of our characters, but what is
definitely worth mentioning, we can make
about 150 different models, for which
cutting knives, sewing machines and the
whole a series of people who help turn
ideas into real reality.

05 Thematic fabrics and design

We are aware of the importance of a healthy and clean environment. Especially when
it comes to the depletion of natural resources and the limited possibilities of self-
regulatory mechanism in nature. In addition, human's own behavior causes the
greatest irreparable damage to the natural environment, so it is necessary to think
about ecology and environmental protection. Human-dominated industry needs to
address waste-free technologies, make full use of non-renewable resources and look
for ways to keep industrial and household waste to a minimum. The use of waste in
the form of new products is one of the ways in which the facts described above can
be positively influenced. Plastics do not occur in nature, they are produced in large
industrial plants in a complex production way. This process has high energy
requirements, which also place a significant burden on the environment.
That is why we have also committed ourselves in the first step to reducing the volume
of plastic used as packaging material for our products and then replacing it smoothly.
In 2020, we reduced the proportion of waste in production by 54% and in terms of the
material used, we incorporated the so-called regenerate. Regenerate is a raw material
that is reusable, so the packaging material consumed by our products can be reused
and therefore does not become waste.
Even the characters themselves, after being summoned, have their next mission and
therefore recycle themselves. Often people use them as key rings, various pendants
or wash and donate. By the way, if we are presenting gifts, I will not be allowed to
forget that a certain amount of each fragrance sold is accumulated and at some point
through the project www.pribehvone.sk it becomes a GIFT. We believe that every
drop in the sea, river or lake is important. 💫

COVERS06



W E  D O  I T  D I F F E R E N T L Y

Common air fresheners are available in the not-so-exciting form of
paper “trees” or plastic containers, with a limited and bland range of
scents that often fade quickly.
Our characters are nice, funny, diverse, brightly colored, simply so
that everyone can choose. They are made of soft and supple
material, which makes them pleasant not only to look at, but also to
touch.
They are hand-sewn and decorated in small workshops in a fair way.
When the tree or container reaches its end, it goes to other garbage.
After smelling our character, you can use it as a key ring, for
example.
The heart of each of our characters contains natural components and
a high-quality
perfume composition. This ensures that the fragrance does not
dissipate so quickly.
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U P  T O  3  P L A C E M E N T  M E T H O D S

A I R C O N D I T I O N

S U C T I O N  C U P  O N  T H E  G L A S S  

E L A S T I C  C O R D  



alexander@solcom.media www.freshandfunny.sk +421 948 615 630


